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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

Through some of the early AgriFI fieldwork, it was evident – particularly for avocado and mango, where significant inputs and 

time are sunk with reasonable lead time prior to revenue generation – that specific areas may be concentrated in both farmer 

organisations and buyers.  

This being the case, there is a risk that the impact of AgriFI might be to simply move existing farmers between companies, 

rather than create new farmers, or in some way distort the competitive process.  

This report describes the market structure of this sector in order to measure real effects of additionality, job creation, social 

welfare, market distortion, and economic upgrading. If this is simply how the avocado and mango sectors function, then we 

need to ensure that AgriFI involvement in the sector creates externalities that are understood, expected, and any negative 

effects are tolerable alongside positive effects of a higher magnitude. 

As an objective of this research, the team sought to identify whether the horticulture (particularly avocado and mango) market 

systems present risks in achieving the desired development impacts, and to be clear about what drivers of impact exist in 

different scenarios.  

In brief, the following requires further understanding in context of AGRIFI KCF implementation: 

1. The creation, nature and allocation of new employment  

2. The role(s) played by brokers  

3. The magnitude and nature of market demand, and market risks specific to off-takers 

4. Ensuring additionality, welfare improvement, and economic upgrading  

KEY POINTS 
 

The following points should be considered for the AgriFI and similar programmes engaging with the avocado and mango supply 

chains. 

New employment in the Supply Chain 

• Additionality: There is additionality in creating new demand, even when growth is achieved through ‘floor-crossing’ 

of a group of farmers to a new buyer.  

• New Farmers: Impacts can be segmented by typology, differentiating between existing and new farmers.  

• Processing jobs: Pooled processing labour means that there is strong potential for impact across a large number of 

workers, but this may not be one fixed set of e.g. 100 workers. 

• Tree crop value and lead time: This is particularly the case for farmers of tree crops like Mango and Avocado, who are 

unable to “set-up” and emerge overnight. 

• Increasing current farmer capacity: The net-result is that recruitment drives to grow the farmer base suppling 

processing and exporting SMEs will look towards the pool of existing farmers to grow their supply. It is important to 

not overstate the new farmers vs existing farmers, though all will have additionality.  

• Sources of new farmers can be identified: Newly recruited farmers typically come from distinct sources, and have 

considerable upward mobility during off-seasonal contract renegotiation, and SME-driven phases of supply growth. 

• Land ownership still drives results: inheritance and purchased land are prerequisites for long term benefit for farmers 

– an asset-based approach is key to understanding these value chains. 

• Farmers changing buyer still creates new demand: As farmer groups “cross the floor” between different companies, 

this will catalyse movement of farmers across market segments, and it is likely that the majority of casual farmers and 

new entrants that join the formal sector each season will enter at the lower to mid-range value market-segments.  
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Production System: Brokers 

• Brokers are used in the absence of other support: Within context of the market system, brokers can provide important 

lateral services across horticultural value chains that are not otherwise adequately provided. Brokers are almost 

exclusively young people (men). 

• Formalisation is usually better: Within a formal supply system, and in context of AgriFI and its objectives, the threat 

posed by brokers should be considered non-negligible and warrants careful monitoring. Formal contracts and greater 

integration of services still generally offer a better price and a strong systemic benefit. 

• Variability between areas: The practice and coordination of brokers can differ considerably across horticulture 

producing regions in Kenya, and present the highest risk to the fund at the supply end (by removing and reallocating 

volumes from the formal system) and at the export / market end (through potential compromise to quality and placing 

additional pressures on the delivery of anchor contracts). 

Market Prospects 

• Demand is there: There is considerable and growing demand for Kenyan avocado and mango product – both in 

domestic and export markets 

• New products and value addition: The most significant growth market observed for Kenyan avocado and mango 

products is the Far East – particularly China, and especially in light of recent bilateral trade agreements. The most 

significant product growth is observed for fresh, whole Hass Avocado, and processed pulp and frozen cubed Apple 

Mango. 

• There are constraints on growth to overcome: There are considerable market and access barriers to entry facing both 

smallholder farmers and off taker SMEs looking to enter tree crop value chains and export markets 

Economic Upgrading 

• Tree crop value can be high and can be increased: Likely as a result of the high competition for smallholder farmers 

established in tree crop production, there is considerable scope for economic upgrading once operational within the 

value chain. 

• There is market segmentation between products: As the nature of demand for avocado and mango products is highly 

differentiated and segmented, the market specifications for offtakes are finely tiered and absorptive of differently 

graded product. 

• Farmers need to assess what entry points are feasible: There are, by result, many entry points across and between 

market segments for maturing farmers. 

• The full economic life value of tree crops is high: In light of this, it is important to take a “full economic life” approach 

when weighing up the economic and opportunity costs of tree crop production. Considering the economic lifespan of 

tree assets, the investment is strong and positive if fully understood. 

• They are potentially strong impact VC for AgriFI: The high potential for economic upgrading for participants in tree 

crop value chains translates into considerable potential to obtain impacts in cross-cutting objectives relative to AgriFI. 

However, though many higher income farmers have been successful, and lower entry points need considered.  

IMPLICATIONS FOR AGRIFI 
 

• AgriFI should segment additionality by farmer type (including both new farmers and existing ones adding volume), but 

note that nearly all forms of new growth have (different) development benefits. AgriFI should make sure it gets this 

information from SMEs in the sector. 

• Land and asset accumulation can provide very positive results but if the initial access is not there, it is harder for the 

youth to catch up – nevertheless, there is evidence they do save and invest. 
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• AgriFI should put a valuation on tree crop growth they support across a longer timeline, since the arguments for doing 

so are strong and defensible, and not doing so would result in undervaluing good impacts (and possible rejection of 

good proposals). 

IMPLICATIONS FOR SMES 
 

• SMEs in the sector should explain to AgriFI or similar the full benefits of their work. 

• SMEs should describe in full how their farmers are sourced and what additionality is achieved according to type.  

• It should be accepted that SMEs source from a pooled labour system, it will still yield positive job impacts and provide 

efficiencies for the market system.  

• While SMEs seek to gain loyalty and virtuous investment and volume ties with groups of farmers, they should consider 

how brokers can help with market segmentation;  SMEs should lobby policymakers to make a virtue of the system to 

maximise every marginal benefit (from poorest to best quality piece, and through limited volume in the short season). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This advice paper is compiled as part of an auxiliary research portfolio designed to support the ongoing design, implementation, 

monitoring, evaluation and learning of the AgriFI Kenya Challenge Fund (KCF). The AgriFI KCF is a market-led SME agribusiness 

grant development fund (aiming to disburse EUR18m of grant funding over the course of 3 years) that targets companies with 

proven track records of working successfully with high numbers of smallholder farmers and pastoralists in Kenya. 

This paper – based on insights emerging at various stages of the project – will describe the key horticultural market systems of 

Avocado and Mango. These are to differing degrees also connected with French bean and other horticultural exports – where 

relevant these linkages are covered. The findings of this paper are based on both existing literature and data and primary 

information gathered by the AgriFI research team at various points over the past 18 months. 

The introduction to this paper provides an overview of the mango and avocado value chains, including a discussion of some of 

the key economic ratios and figures that govern operations in the sector. Section 3 further sets the scene by describing the 

market structure and institutional drivers in the sectors. Section 4 comprises the analysis relevant to AgriFI, through the 

coverage of four key themes relevant to the fund: 

1. Development of a horticulture farmer typology to better understand the creation and allocation of employment (both 

new and sustained) across these value chains 

2. An investigation into the role(s) played by brokers in these value chains, and to map out the specific and general risks 

brokers might pose to the fund 

3. An exploration into the magnitude and nature of market demand for fresh and processed avocado and mango 

product, with emphasis placed on demand-side risks associated with exporting, and supply-side risks associated with 

off-taking 

4. The final point is to understand whether – all previous findings considered – a challenge fund like the AgriFI KCF can 

still be considered to be additional, welfare improving, and a facilitator of economic upgrading within these value 

chains 

In conclusion, a summary of key insights and implications for a) the AgriFI KCF, and b) participating SME’s, is provided in Section 

5. 
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1.1 CONTEXT: MANGO, AVOCADO VALUE CHAINS 
 

World production of avocado and mango has grown 

exponentially over the past two decades, as depicted 

in Figure 11. Global production of avocado and mango 

reached 5.9 million MT and 50.6 million MT, 

respectively in 2017. Avocado production is largely 

dominated by Mexico, who produced 34% of total 

quantity produced, followed by Dominican Republic 

(11%), Peru (8%) in 2017.  

As illustrated in Figure 22, avocado production is 

primarily concentrated in Latin America. On a global 

scale, Kenya ranks 7th and production accounted for 

3.3% in 2017.  

As for mango production, India produced 39% of total 

production in 2017, followed by China (9%), Thailand 

(8%), and Indonesia (5%), reflecting a high level of 

production in Asia. Kenya ranks 15th in terms of mango 

production and accounted for 1.5% of global 

production in 2017. Although Kenya does not 

compare in terms of volume with the big mango 

producers in the world, it is the biggest producer in 

the east African region.  

Commercial avocado production takes place 

throughout Kenya, aside from the North Eastern 

region which experiences high temperatures. 

Avocado is typically produced for ‘fresh’ consumption 

but can also go into the production of avocado oils, 

avocado based sauces, and beauty products. Over the 

past decade, despite evidence of short-term cyclical 

volatility, growth has been positive over the long-

term, as depicted in Figure 33. Production growth can 

be attributed to increased production area and 

moderate increases in yields.  

Mango is the second most important fruit grown in 

Kenya, after bananas. Mangoes are predominantly 

grown in the Coast, the Eastern Province, and the 

Central region. The importance of mangoes in the 

Kenyan diet is increasing, with domestic, regional and 

global demand for mango juices and other processed 

products are also on the rise. Mango production in 

Kenya continues to expand with new planting of bright 

colored varieties.  

 

1 Trademap (2019), Imani Development 
2 Trademap (2019), Imani Development 
3 Trademap (2019), Imani Development 
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1.2 KEY ECONOMIC RATIOS / FIGURES: AVOCADO & MANGO 
 

A summary of useful ratios in the sectors are found below. These can be useful when making estimates about profitability and 

business models, however, it was evident that what were often best-case scenarios on productivity and profitability were not 

realised due to constraining factors.  

Estimates of the proportions of product emanating from new farmers versus existing suppliers have been given based on 

literature and field visits.  

Table 1: Key economic ratios and figures 

Description Figure 

Extension workers / agents to 
farmers 

500 to 5,000 farmers (1:10) 

Per acre income for avocado 
trees 

- 1 acre = 100 trees 
- 3,000 pieces per tree over 2 seasons annually @ 10 KES = 30,0000 
- X 100 = $30,000 per acre.  

Constraining factors 

- Wastage – up to 50% may not be at required grade, though those pieces fully 
lost is estimated at lower than 10%. 

- Likely much lower avg yield than 3,000 per tree 
- Lead-in time 
- Price realisation of 10 KES maybe lower % 
- But still profitable 

Avg output per mango farmer 2T (of which buy 1T at high quality price) 

Mango production in Kenya 
(estimate from industry source) 
– SEE HCD for accurate figure 

2010 – 500,000T  

Now – approx. 800,000T 

No drop in price, i.e. demand is still increasing 

Of 100 farmers in growth phase 40 will be new 

60 will be expanding volume from perhaps casual ownership and sales previously 

Of 1000T volume growth At least 50% from current farmers 

Employment 80% women (packing, detail work) 

20% men (heavy work – loading, palletising) 

Informal employment (esp 
youth) 

95% (est.) of brokers are young, and their role to some extent overlaps with the 
formalised roles of extension workers. They ‘market clear’, even at low prices, by buying 
the product in bulk rather than separating high from low value.  

Source: Fieldwork consultations, Imani Development 
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2. MARKET STRUCTURE AND PERFORMANCE  
 

Below is a diagram of the avocado, mango and French bean value chains in Kenya4. While they do differ in some respects, and 

market systems may function slightly differently in different geographies, these value chains are essentially governed by the 

same set of rules. The diagram below provides a simplified, yet highly informative overview of the sector 

 

2.1 THE AVOCADO VALUE CHAIN 
 

At a global level, trade growth mirrors that of Kenya, and grew at an annual rate of 20% over the last 5 years both in terms of 

quantity and unit value. The fact that markets have been able to absorb these relatively high volume and price increases 

indicates that the market continues to be under-supplied and that there is further capacity for volume growth. This boom in 

export volumes can be ascribed to changing consumer tastes as well as growing awareness of avocados’ health benefits.  

In terms of seasonality, the stated harvesting season for avocado trees is April-July generally throughout Kenya, with one region 

(Nakuru county) where harvesting takes place from September to October. However, consultation cited two seasons (a large 

and a small harvest). This longer season provides a niche opportunity to export to the EU as supply from leading exporters 

 

4 Taken from: Study of the mapping of distributors and fruits and vegetables in Kenya (2017), Research Solutions Africa, KNV 

Figure 1: Map of Avocado / Mango Tree Crop Value Chain 
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(Mexico and Chile) is limited during some of that time. Side-selling has a more negative impact in this season, while spot trading 

with brokers is arguably more efficient in the lower volume, smaller harvest.  

Kenya has a competitive advantage in that its season starts slightly earlier than other markets. However, climate change 

threatens this advantage, as experienced in 2017, during which elongated rains delayed exports of Kenyan avocados.  

Sustainability and Fair and Ethical trading is gaining momentum and importance globally, but more particularly in Europe. This 

is likely to be an increasing compliance requirement for imports from Kenya.  

 

 PRODUCERS  

 

Smallholder production accounts for 70% of overall production, as depicted in Table 2. Typically, avocado smallholder farmers 

consider avocado production as a side farm activity, complementary to other crops as opposed to a stand-alone commodity. 

Avocado production is suitable for smallholders in so far as it’s considered a relatively low maintenance crop. The two key 

varieties grown in Kenya for commercial purposes are Fuerte and Hass. At present, national production of local varieties (70%) 

far exceeds the production of export varieties such as Hass (8%) and Fuerte (22%)5. However, in recent years, a lot of emphasis 

has been put on promoting the production of Hass avocado, and there appears to be rapid uptake of Hass production, given 

some of its attractive attributes. Some of these attributes include less perishability, increased resistance to pests and diseases, 

longer harvesting period, and the ability to achieve higher prices. Although prices vary based on location and season, unit prices 

for Fuerte range from Ksh 2-6, while unit prices for Hass range from Ksh 6-12.  

As is quite common, smallholder farmers typically lack specialized technical and management skills, which can hinder the 

quality and therefore marketing of produce. When harvesting, smallholders might shake and beat branches for the fruits to 

fall, which can be damaging. In order to manage quality and control over stock, harvest and post-harvest activities are typically 

undertaken by the buyers. In cases where producers are selling to brokers, brokers generally book the produce for harvest in 

advance and provide the farmer with a deposit. At harvesting time, pickers with technical knowledge on quality specifications 

are hired to harvest the fruits and ensure that only quality fruits are picked and packed up. Subsequently, fruits are counted, 

and producers are paid on a piece/unit basis. During harvest, the loss threshold is estimated at 5-7%, and on average, 60% of 

the trees are harvested with the rest reserved for a second round of harvesting a few weeks later6. Further losses are 

experienced during transport from the farm gate to the processor/exporter.  

Table 2: Farmer characteristics 

Size of grower % of total production Magnitude 

Small 70% 5-20 tress per homestead 

Medium 20% Over 100 trees 

Large 10% 10 hectares or more 

Source: Avocado Commodity Business Plan 

 

 BROKERS 

 

Brokers are the principal buyers of avocados for both small-scale and large-scale producers, unless traceability is required by 

processors and aggregators, which is increasingly the norm. They buy from producers then sell to processors or exporting 

companies. As described earlier, they typically harvest the avocados themselves (using pickers) and organize transport to 

processors/exporters, via local collection and aggregation points. Brokers also appear to be almost exclusively young and male 

 

5 Research Solutions Africa (RSA), Study of the Mapping of Distributors of Fruits and Vegetables in Kenya (2018) 
6 Avocado Dossier, TruTrade (2019) 
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– this vas validated through a number of interviews and was also observed from field visits and interviews (though women also 

in intermediary and leadership functions). 

Although producers realize lower gross margins when selling to brokers, the propensity to sell to them remains high as they 

generally pay on the spot (as well as partially in advance) and provide picking and grading services. As will be covered in latter 

sections, this has led to economic behavior akin to “futures trading” by farmers, where they will essentially sell the produce 

twice to hedge bets, and will then refund the party (broker or off-taker) where they failed to meet targets. Conversely, SME 

processors and exporters generally take longer to remit payment than brokers and do not bear the cost of picking/grading. 

Furthermore, when selling to an exporter, producers at times need to transport their produce to a designated collection point 

while brokers meet the cost of bulking the fruits.  

Another driver for selling to brokers can be the relatively lower rejection rate since picking and grading is done by pickers hired 

by the brokers, therefore providing them with information on the spot regarding quality and prices at farm gate. This differs  

from SME processors and exporters who provide information on the grades / prices only after sorting at the collection point / 

business premise.  

Even though horticultural brokers have been described in SME consultations as generally disruptive within value chains, it is 

clear that their role is used by both farmers and buyers alike, and that the intermediary services they provide prevail. Some of 

the more pertinent threats posed by brokers will be discussed in more detail within the AgriFI analysis. 

 

 PROCESSORS AND EXPORTERS 

 

Processors  

The avocado value chain is dominated by a few well-established processing companies. These processing companies generally 

process avocado into crude oil which is sold for further refining and processing outside of Kenya. There is one company, 

Olivado, which is refining avocado oil into virgin avocado oil for export (and venturing into avocado flour). Avocado oil 

processors provide a growing market opportunity for lower grade avocado – which are generally not suitable for exports or 

sale in the domestic fresh fruit market. Processors face stiff competition from exporters as producers tend to sell high quality 

fresh fruits to exporters due to higher returns obtained. Therefore, processors rely on lower quality fruits which have been 

rejected by exporters.  

The consensus amongst processors is that the local and international demand for processed avocado oil has not been met. 

Essentially, all processed avocado oil is exported, with a marginal amount consumed locally. This probably stems from the fact 

that avocado oil is perceived as too costly and therefore cannot compete with other types of oils consumed locally. However, 

demand is projected to rise in the future7.  

Exporters  

The avocado export industry is made up of an estimated 400-500 exporting companies of varying sizes, with an estimated 100 

large companies. The majority of these large exporters have a diversified portfolio of export commodities, while some smaller 

exporters specialize solely in one commodity, such as avocado. The majority of exporters export Fuerte and Hass varieties to 

the EU, and in recent year, the Middle East. Asia is a growing market. The fruits are sold to distributors who then sell them to 

supermarkets.  

Some processors/exporters buy directly from farmer groups and/or individual producers through formal contractual 

arrangements (i.e. out-grower schemes), whereby the transaction is formalized by a contract detailing the requirements of 

each party. Exporters generally work with smallholders organized into farmer groups to ensure economies of scale, lower the 

administrative burden and reduce bulking costs. Additionally, they provide them with business development services (i.e. 

trainings on GAP, certification standards, etc..). Some exporters provide such services (generally free of cost) as an incentive 

 

7 Improving Participation in Agricultural Commodity Markets for Smallholder Avocado Farmers in Kenya: Assessing Growth 
Opportunities for Women in Kandara and Marani Districts (2013) 
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to keep the producers loyal. When unable to meet quantity requirements, especially in short seasons, exporters will 

supplement by sourcing from brokers. Some exporters and processors prefer to source entirely from brokers as they do not 

have to bear the costs of identifying producers, bulking, and transporting.  

Brokers generally transport the produce to the factory where it is quality-checked, sorted, washed, and packed. Once packed, 

cartons are transferred to reefers (refrigerated containers) then transported to Mombasa by shipping companies. Once at the 

Mombasa port, the reefers are loaded onto ships and shipped to various markets (i.e. Europe and the Middle East). The 

introduction of the reefer container has made markets such as Europe accessible for Kenyan avocados. Previously, exports to 

Europe were only possible through expensive air shipments.  

Exporters experience logistical issues associated with transporting produce by ocean shipment to reach markets. Costs are very 

high and the journey is timely with limited schedule integrity. This primarily stems from delays experienced at Mombasa. 

Transit time from Kenya to the EU is estimated at 30 days under ideal conditions, but most of the time ranges from 35-40 days. 

This is significantly more than estimated transit time for Peruvian avocadoes estimated at ~15 days, though transit time can 

double as a ripening period. 

 

2.2 THE MANGO VALUE CHAIN 
 

Mango production is Kenya is primarily dominated by smallholder farmers producing under rain-fed conditions with little 

mechanization. Though scarce, there are also some commercial farmers (1000+ trees) and some large company farms owned 

and operated by exporters/processors. The main varieties grown in Kenya are Ngowe in the coastal zone, and Apple mainly 

produced in Eastern and Central Kenya.  

The key challenges hindering mango production in Kenya are similar to that of avocado and are mainly centered around: lack 

of certified seedlings, pests and disease, poor agronomic practices and production of local varietals not suitable for export 

markets. Improper harvesting maturity is another salient issue.  

The mango value chain resembles the avocado value chain, in so far as there are 3 key markets for mangoes: (1) local markets, 

(2) mango processors, and (3) fruit exporters. For local markets, marketing agents/middlemen purchase mango directly from 

producers, aggregate and sell to local retailers. For the export and processing markets, farmers are either contracted by 

exporters and hence sell directly to them or they sell to brokers who in turn sell to exporters and processors 

While some farmer groups own their own mini-processing factory, most processing is undertaken by large processing 

companies. Although different varieties are suitable for processing, there is a preference for the Ngowe variety, given its large 

size, high quality, and quantity of pulp. Conversely, the Apple variety is preferred for exports.   

Like production challenges, post-production challenges hampering the development of the mango value chain are similar to 

the aforementioned challenges for avocado. Post-production issues include high post-harvest losses (~40%), compounded by 

logistical issues revolving around bulking, high transport costs, poor post-harvest handling, and lack of market intelligence, to 

name a few.  
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2.3 KEY MARKET SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

 SUPPORTING BODIES  

 

The three core institutions which support the horticulture sector are described below: 

• Horticultural Crops Directorate (HCD) provides advisory services to the government and the sub-sector to facilitate 

proper planning, marketing intelligence information, facilitate provision of inputs on cost recovery basis to farmers 

and assist in grading, storage, collection, transportation and warehousing of products destined for overseas markets, 

and facilitate marketing of horticultural produce. Their role in farmer registrations and regulations is significant and 

they are therefore a prominent player in the market system’s policy development. 

• Export Promotion Council (EPC) is mandated to promote Kenya’s export of goods and services; hence is actively 

involved in trade promotion, including development entry into Chinese and other Asian markets, along with the Kenya 

National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KNCCI) 

• Fresh Produce Exporters’ Association of Kenya (FPEAK) is Kenya’s premier trade Association representing growers, 

exporters and service providers in the horticulture industry and provides a focal and coordination point for the 

horticulture export industry.  

Other actors include the Ministry of Agriculture, ASDSP, KEPHIS, and county governments who are distributing in excess of 1 

million avocado tree seedlings. These will have a significant benefit to Kenya’s performance, and from what is known of the 

global market will not create any downward pressure on prices.  

 

 STANDARDS AND REGULATION 

 

The Kenya Gap (Kenya-GAP), the Kenya Good Agricultural Scheme is officially recognized as equivalent to GLOBALG.A.P IFA 

Standard Version 4 for Fruit and Vegetables (also covering flowers and ornamental horticulture). Kenya-GAP is a quality 

assurance scheme benchmarked against Global Gap and developed by FPEAK. The scheme is tailored to incorporate small-

scale farming and concerns, and covers the full production cycle, food handling, transportation, packaging, and waste 

management, as well as standards pertaining to environmental management, product food safety, quality traceability, and 

occupational health and safety of workers. 

KS 1758 (2) is a national government standard set by the Kenyan Bureau of Standards and aligned to the scope of Global Gap. 

It is compulsory for all stakeholders along the horticulture value chain to abide by the requirements of this standard.  

Regulations governing horticulture sector actors are set out in The Crops (Horticulture Crops) Regulations (2019), as defined 

with The Crops Act, 2013, No.16 of 20138. The purpose of the regulations is “to promote, develop and regulate the growth of 

the horticulture industry to ensure growers and dealers meet produce quality and safety standards…”9 These regulations are 

applicable to all horticulture crops listed in Table 1 of the first Schedule of the regulations; the table is inclusive of all fruit tree 

products (including avocado and mango), and vegetables. 

New phytosanitary requirements for the export of fruits and vegetables to the EU are detailed by the Fresh Produce Centre10. 

The document states that from 1 September 2019, export shipments of certain fruits and vegetables (category 1A) (including 

avocado and mango) will need to be accompanied by a phytosanitary certificate. Mango particularly also falls into category 1B 

must satisfy (EU) 2019/523, which sets out new protective measures against the introduction of harmful organisms. Mango is 

 

8 This document can be accessed for download via the following link: https://fpeak.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/07/Horticulture-Regulations-30th-APRIL-2019-.pdf 
9 The Crops (Horticulture Crops) Regulations (2019), The Crops Act, 2013, No.16 of 2013, FPEAK 
10 This document can be accessed through FPEAK, and for download via the following link: https://fpeak.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/07/Factsheet-New-phytosanitary-requirements-EU.pdf  

https://fpeak.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Horticulture-Regulations-30th-APRIL-2019-.pdf
https://fpeak.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Horticulture-Regulations-30th-APRIL-2019-.pdf
https://fpeak.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Factsheet-New-phytosanitary-requirements-EU.pdf
https://fpeak.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Factsheet-New-phytosanitary-requirements-EU.pdf
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subject to additional checks regarding organism 16.5 tephritidae (non-European) – otherwise known as the fruit fly. From 14 

December 2019, all fruit and vegetable shipments entering the EU will require an accompanying phytosanitary certificate 

bearing an “Additional Declaration” aligned to article 71(2) of the new Plant Health Law (EU) 2016/2031. 

There are a range of voluntary standards and regulations covered in initiatives such as Global GAP and Fairtrade which allow 

Kenyan exporters to meet requirements for the EU and in turn other regions. As noted, some of Kenya’s compulsory national 

standards are benchmarked to satisfy these voluntary standards, which in turn will reduce some of the technical barriers 

inhibiting export. 
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3. AGRIFI ANALYSIS 
 

Four key themes relating to the avocado and mango value chains, and of particular relevance to the AgriFI KCF, are explored 

in more detail below. Within the market system context, these themes relate broadly to: 

1. The creation, nature and allocation of new employment  

2. The role(s) played by brokers and other intermediaries 

3. The magnitude and nature of market demand, and market risks specific to off-takers 

4. Ensuring additionality, welfare improvement, and economic upgrading  

3.1 THE CREATION, NATURE AND ALLOCATION OF NEW EMPLOYMENT  

 TYPOLOGY OF FARMERS 

 

For AgriFI, it is important to anticipate the types of new farmer that will be encompassed in growth of SMEs. They can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. New Entrants – individuals not formerly of farming backgrounds who start farming a particular crop due to the fund 

(and commercial opportunity it is catalyzing) 

2. Casual Farmers – existing farmers who own and farm crops of interest to the fund, but do so casually non-

commercially, and enter into a formal off-taker agreement due to the fund  

3. Crop Adaptors – existing farmers who have experience farming within a formal off-taker agreement, but now include 

or change to crops of interest to the AgriFI / commercial opportunity 

4. Floor Crossers – existing farmers growing crops of interest within a formal off-taker agreement, who then shift 

towards an alternative, more favorable off-taker agreement due to the fund. 

 

 SUPPLY GROWTH: IMPROVING YIELDS AND GROWING THE FARMER BASE 

 

When companies look to grow production, this is typically done through two means: working directly with their established 

farmer groups to improve yields, reduce post-harvest losses, and discourage side-selling, and through actively recruiting new 

farmers to grow the farmer base. One consultee explained that when looking for growth in supply, you will target 50% of this 

growth through improvements in existing farmer base, while the remaining 50% growth will be targeted through additional 

farmers and trees. 

When attaining new farmers, a portion of this will always be natural: bringing in inactive mango and avocado farmers. 

As an illustrative example, an avocado off-taker and exporter SME based in Machakos described a recent growth period, which 

included the recruitment of 500 additional farmers onto their books. They successfully recruited these 500 farmers, and 

described the composition as follows: 

• 180 Casual Farmers – improving their approach and formal contracting (Not aware of the value of the crop they farm: 

“They just thought they [the avocados] were to be fed to the dogs and pigs”) 

• 120 Crop Adaptors – process of clearing maize for trees; (“these are guys who farm but have no history of farming 

avocado”) 

• 200 Floor Crossers – Avocado farmers who are looking for a better deal. Do not seek them necessarily, but this is a 

process of shifting farmer groups off one set of books onto your own. This process is described as occurring between 

12 month off-taker agreements between farmer groups and SMEs, and so it is not implied necessarily that “Floor 

Crossing” results in a broken contractual agreement. (“These guys usually approach us because they are not happy 

with the deal they already have”) 
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Interestingly, the SME said that they very seldom recruited farmers that were entirely “new entrants” – i.e. individuals entering 

the value chain with no farming background. They described, however, that there were likely to be some “new farmers” mixed 

in with the groups of “casual farmers”. However, for the most part “new farmers” would enter right at the bottom of the 

market system – supplying product to processors where the quality, consistency, variety and certification of product was less 

important. Once these farmers gained more experience, they would be considered during future recruitment drives and supply-

growth phases. In this manner, demand at any level ‘pulls in’ others at the bottom to fulfil supply in the wider market.  

 

 FLOOR CROSSING 

 

“Floor crossing” behaviour is critical to understand in context of the AgriFI challenge fund, as there could be implications in 

terms of social welfare, additionality, and the measurement of AgriFI impact objectives. 

There is evidence of this being a fairly widespread practice in tree crop sectors. This is because there is an asset value baked 

into the market value of smallholder farmers in possession of productive tree crops. Avocado and mango are the primary 

examples of this in Kenya as they are mainly farmed by smallholders. 

But evidence suggests that floor crossing is not purely opportunistic. Demand for Avocado and Mango is characterized by high 

levels of market segmentation. Companies service different segments, with markets varying by taste, standards, and distance. 

So when a farmer group moves from one company to another upon completion of its 12 month sourcing agreement, the fear 

that this is simply displacing and reallocating value and human capital within the sector is slightly misplaced, i.e. there is almost 

always some additionality, either in efficiency or in the treatment of / return to farmers, and equally an opportunity for new 

entrants, though they may require tree seedlings and inputs. 

The demand-side of the market drives resilience in the sector in that when farmers upgrade to new companies they are very 

likely to shift into higher-value market segments. The company that loses the farmers, however, still have (comparably lower 

value) supply chains and markets to feed into. So, this company carries an incentive to replace the farmer group that “crossed 

the floor”, ideally with a better offer than before.  

It is unclear how dynamic this process is, but evidence from fieldwork and interviews suggests that there are natural pressures 

that encourage new entrants into the mango and avocado sectors – even if it is not the export- or processing-level (AgriFI 

candidate) company that is engaging in active recruitment and training of new entrants. Recruiting new entrants will often 

occur through farmer groups that work with companies. Companies then tend to sign offtake contracts with the farmer groups, 

and will then channel extension services via these channels. 

The idea, therefore, that companies are “poaching” farmer groups from other companies is slightly misconstrued. Farmers 

tend to move up the ladder in terms of economic maturity, and are effectively replaced by farmers on the rung below, enticed 

by a buyer needing to keep a supply base and willing to strike a sufficiently good deal to attain it (this could be many buyers if 

in a more informal segment of the market). Theoretically, farmers should be expected to farm under improved, more lucrative 

conditions as they upgrade and move up the ladder. While likely more complex in practice and not always clearly visible, 

evidence from fieldwork does suggest that it tends to balance out in a way that is welfare-improving overall. In other words, it 

is not a zero-sum game, and the system carries potential benefits to both sides.  

In terms of AgriFI this does however present double counting risk. For example, a scenario has 200 farmers move up a rung, 

and this triggers 3 other instances of floor-crossing where farmers are recruited to replace leaving farmers, and the company 

at the bottom replaces their 200 lost farmers with casual farmers and new entrants. In aggregate, the books of all these 

companies would suggest new recruitment of 1,000 farmers. In reality, 800 of these were existing farmers who crossed the 

floor to another company. Only 200 of the 1,000 are newly commercialized farmers. In general, however, even transfer of 

farmers from one group to another might have a positive impact, and a systemic impact across the region: though in practice 

the HCD-validated figures of farmers joining the AgriFI SME are likely to be reliably captured here.  

There are definitions and scenarios of additionality of direct relevance for AgriFI – and particularly so in the horticulture value 

chains – that would be crucial to establish with participating companies in the event of support. 
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 EMPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION IN THE SECTOR, AND CLUSTERING 

 

Companies that situate themselves in central locations have the advantage of using contract processing workforces and both 

save costs and provide a higher skilled workforce. The important thing is that the worker agencies need to ensure their 

workforces have the appropriate training certifications.  

Within the fresh vegetables and fruit packing, processing and export sector, clustering has occurred near Nairobi Airport. 

Among the efficiencies gained by the sector is the availability of agency workers as a flexible pool of processing workers – they 

are certified according to health and skills. The consequence of this is that many of jobs created by SME expansion in this sector 

are likely to be ‘Full Time Equivalent’ employment, at least in part – i.e. the hours of processing required equate to 100 jobs 

but those jobs may be filled by a pool of workers. A core of full-time workers exist in each operation but this is likely to be small 

compared to the overall impact.  

The incentives to stay in the Nairobi cluster are negated by the following considerations: 

- For those transporting avocado by sea with shipping containers, the airport link itself is not crucial 

- Nairobi is more expensive in terms of rent and labour 

- Companies are looking to decentralise processing closer to source – one, for example, is looking to establish processing 

in Muranga.  

 

 CONCLUSION 

 

• There is additionality in creating new demand, even when growth is achieved through ‘floor-crossing’ of a group of 

farmers to a new buyer.  

• Impacts can be segmented by typology, differentiating between existing and new farmers.  

• Pooled processing labour means that there is strong potential for impact across a large number of workers, but this 

may not be one fixed set of e.g. 100 workers. 

• The nature of setting up and operating a horticultural smallholding commercially does not allow for new farmers to 

easily enter at the supply end. This is particularly the case for farmers of tree crops like Mango and Avocado, who are 

unable to “set-up” and emerge overnight. 

• The net-result is that recruitment drives to grow the farmer base suppling processing and exporting SMEs will look 

towards the pool of existing farmers to grow their supply. This means that simply aggregating the new farmer recruits 

of different companies would misrepresent – and most likely overestimate – the true number of “new” farmers 

supplying product to the sector. 

• Newly recruited farmers typically come from distinct sources, and have considerable upward mobility during off-

seasonal contract renegotiation, and SME-driven phases of supply growth. 

• As farmer groups “cross the floor” between different companies, this will catalyse movement of farmers across market 

segments, and it is likely that the majority of casual farmers and new entrants that join the formal sector each season 

will enter at the lower to mid-range value market-segments.  
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3.2 BROKERS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON AGRIFI 
 

The role and location of brokers within the avocado and mango value chains was briefly introduced in section 3.1. This section 

will look to delve deeper into the specific interactions with AgriFI, and the potential risks this might pose to implementation 

and impact. 

 

 CHARACTERISTICS AND ORGANISATION 

 

Estimations on the proportion of brokers between the ages of 20 and 35 (i.e. youth) ranged between 90-95%. In other words, 

correspondents suggested that very few brokers were older than 35 years old, and that at least 9 out of every 10 were youth 

between 20 and 35. Brokers by and large operate as individuals or in groups of two or three. However, a few weeks prior to 

key harvests, brokers will congregate prior to visiting farmers, share market knowledge and will collectively set the range for 

purchasing price. Brokers are not performing an illegal service, but they do need to be licensed in order to practice. It is unclear 

how many practicing brokers are licensed and how many are not; though it appears that a higher proportion of brokers are not 

legally registered with the relevant authorities. The younger brokers will operate on foot, while the older ones with a bit more 

money, will often operate on motorbikes. 

However, their main market function is transport. Collection centres are often very difficult to access and some farms are more 

remote than others. In absence of alternative transport, farmers will sell to brokers and other intermediaries at below market 

price, who will in turn resell this produce at regional market centres, or to processing and export firms. If these farmers have 

already committed their yields through their formal membership to farmer groups, then this practice is known as side-selling, 

and can sometimes severely stunt collective volumes relative to projections.  

In Machakos, side selling is particularly common, and much of this is driven by transport difficulties facing the farmer. When 

brokers turn up and offer on the spot payments, farmers factor in the costs they must incur to physically get their product to 

aggregation points. Brokers often help to reduce post-harvest losses in Kenya – which are notoriously high and damaging (as 

much as 40% in avocado and mango, although this number is falling) – and much of the post-harvest loss occurs at market level 

within the value chain. 

There are several potential misconceptions about brokers, however. Indirectly, brokers may have a positive effect on the 

quality of employment for farmers as it forces the hand of companies to strengthen the farmer/aggregator collective, and also 

incentives fair prices over exploitation and on-time payments. Agricultural services, including transportation and distribution 

functions absorbed by brokers, also provide a low-barrier entry point into value chains for youth. As a result, youth looking to 

work in agriculture will often enter the market system as brokers, and as they learn the trade and accumulate money, they will 

move upstream towards production, or downstream towards value addition. 

The other misconception about brokers is that they are generally unscrupulous price-setters, with the dominant objective of 

under-cutting existing sourcing agreements. One consultee, however, suggest that brokers are often educated and very well 

informed on technical specifications such as quality grades and demand cycles. In practice, buyers can often find a role for 

brokers in fulfilling requirements. 

 

 BROKERS: RISKS TO EXPORT MARKETS 

 

The licensing of brokers looking to move product into export markets is a particularly prevalent issue in the mango sector. 

Brokers are known to buy from all producers and sellers, irrespective of where the mango comes from or whether it is produced 

by a Global Gap certified farmer, for example. The main consideration is to accumulate volumes and to secure these volumes 

at prices within the agreed range. Brokers looking to engage directly with export markets are technically required to obtain an 

export permit from Kephis so as to ensure standards in the sector are maintained and both protect market reputation and 

good will, and prevent any compromise to food safety.  
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The mango sector suffers from “briefcase exporting” which can adversely affect the perception of a country’s product, but 

suggestions were made that incidence could be limited if all exporters were required to be fully accredited and licensed by 

Kephis with export permits. Again, this would unlikely solve the issue completely, but would play a role in limiting damage and 

inhibiting the practice. 

It is not just export markets that are affected by broker behaviour, however, as their impact is to affect remove and reallocate 

a tranche of supply into their own networks. It is all formal supply chains that are exposed by these risks, and brokers will  

present economic hazard to local high-value market segments – of which avocado and mango both fit into, and of which 

competition is significant and contractual relationships are hard won. 

 

 CONTRACTS; COLLECTIVE ACTION; SIDE-SELLING 

 

Most of the off-taker consultees work with farmer / producer groups to balance incentives and reduce their exposure to the 

risks of side-selling and contract enforcement. This forms the base of their entire sourcing strategy – and they believe working 

with producer groups creates positive collective action and coordination pressures. For example, if a farmer does not sell his 

yield to the SME via his producer group as contracted – opting instead to side-sell to a broker – he gets an official warning. If 

he continues to side-sell, the entire producer group will be found in breach, and it is the entire producer group membership 

that therefore stands to lose out. It is therefore in the interest of the group to speak to the farmer and make sure he 

understands the consequence of side-selling and does not give in to broker pressure in the future. The incentive structure is 

shaped to encourage cooperation within the producer group, and between the producer group and the SME. 

One consultee suggested this to have formed a very effective approach for them to combat brokerage pressures, and while 

you can never fully eliminate side-selling the company is at a stage where the issue is no longer considered significant. The 

approach centres on aligning the incentives of all parties and through cultivating and maintaining loyalty. 

The SME will sign a contract with the producer group, in which the group agrees to sell their collective supply to the off-taker 

(the SME) in exchange for support and guidance (extension support) in production. The model is one that is self-governing. A 

consultee explained that continuity in the relationship needs to be worked on consistently, and that the commitment to this 

relationship needs to be credible. For example, all terms agreed to in the contracts need to be monitored and any issues 

thereon need to be dealt with in the ways agreed. At the same time, the SME must ensure that payments are accurate and 

made on time as agreed.  

In addition, the SME needs to agree with the producer group to amend its bylaws to formalize the partnership: the group will 

state they agree to market exclusively to the off-taker in question, and they agree to comply with their contracted volumes 

and quality. Side-selling will also need to be clearly prohibited, and communicated to the group as such.  

An additional control on side selling is laid through technical teams, who will go into the fields a few weeks before picking 

season and calculate rough expected yields. Any significant deviation from these estimations at harvest may suggest that 

farmers are selling to brokers. This will then prompt more targeted investigation and monitoring, and potential warnings being 

issued if necessary.  

However, it is also clear that side-selling and broker networks are highly geographical in nature – for example, Meru is plagued 

less by brokers than Machakos. As such, it is not clear whether or not this collective action strategy will work in all contexts. 

But overall, across consultations, it appears that the most effective way of combatting side-selling is to incentivize loyalty, and 

to ensure that famers realise both the benefits of committing to their contracts, as well as the costs of defecting (felt by both 

themselves, and their peers). The SME, in part facilitated by the mere presence of brokers, feels clear incentives to be fair to 

their farmers and to provide producer groups with prices that reflect the market and the SMEs cost structures. Attempts to 

“exploit” farmers or undercut the market will be quickly exposed by brokers, and farmer groups will actively seek to improve 

conditions for their members. 
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 ‘FUTURES TRADING’ IN MANGO – CONTRACT FLEXIBILITY 

 

Another phenomenon that emerged is how farmers will effectively double-sell their harvests to different parties to facilitate 

cash flows and liquidity risks. The suggestion is that the farmer may well contract with a broker to hedge on potential gains 

within a more integrated contract farming agreement.  

For example, a farmer may take advance payment from brokers for mangoes at 4-5 Sh. In the event of the crop being good, or 

prices exceeding this, he may then sell the mangoes to a formal buyer at 7-8 Sh, then pay back the broker the promised sum 

(presumably at a premium). This ‘futures trading’ may be helpful for the farmer but assumes that the crop will be reliable in 

volume and quality, and that the broker is satisfied with a margin payment rather than getting a gross margin on the product 

itself.  

It is unclear whether or not this practice is pre-agreed with the broker or not. If it is, then brokers themselves can almost be 

seen to be providing short-term cash loans to farmers, holding the future crop yield as collateral. The prevalence of this activity 

is largely unknown, and could warrant further investigation if it emerges more consistently through AgriFI implementation. 

 

 CONCLUSION 

 

• Within context of the market system, brokers can provide important lateral services across horticultural value chains 

that are not otherwise adequately provided.  

• However, within a formal supply system, and in context of AgriFI and its objectives, the threat posed by brokers should 

be considered non-negligible and warrants careful monitoring. Formal contracts and greater integration of services 

still generally offer a better price and a strong systemic benefit. 

• The practice and coordination of brokers can differ considerably across horticulture producing regions in Kenya, and 

present the highest risk to the fund at the supply end (by removing and reallocating volumes from the formal system) 

and at the export / market end (through potential compromise to quality and placing additional pressures on the 

delivery of anchor contracts). 
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3.3 MARKETS: DEMAND CHARACTERISTICS AND POTENTIAL DISTORTION 
 

 MARKET PERFORMANCE AND OPPORTUNITIES 

 

Avocado 
The domestic market (and processing market) is 

the largest source of demand for Kenyan 

avocados, accounting for 73% of total 

production in 2017; with the rest exported as 

fresh fruits. In the domestic markets, avocados 

are sold through market vendors, retail outlets, 

supermarkets or to the hospitality industry. 

Although the domestic market absorbs a large 

proportion of overall production, the 

percentage of produce exported out of total 

production has increased over the last decade 

as depicted in Figure 411. In 2010, only 10% of 

overall production was exported compared to 

27% in 2017. This will imply a shift to higher 

value export varieties. 

Kenya is one of the leading exporters of avocado 

globally. As depicted in Figure  512, Kenya 

has experienced rapid growth over the last 

decade in terms of quantity exported and 

revenue generated from exports. Exports 

quantities have increased by 292% since 2007 

and experienced an annual growth rate of 29% 

in the past 5 years. Unit values have also grown 

exponentially (Figure 613, overleaf), and stood at 

USD 1,936/MT in 2018, a significant increase 

from USD 842/MT in 2007. At present, in terms 

of avocado exports, Kenya ranks 7th in the world 

and first in Africa, having surpassed South Africa 

in 2016. Despite this immense growth, recent 

global demand has far surpassed these rates, 

and Kenya’s market share in world exports 

stood at just 2.1% last year.   

 

11 Trademap (2019), Imani Development 
12 Trademap (2019), Imani Development 
13 Trademap (2019), Imani Development 

Figure  5: Avocado Export Trends, 2007-2018 
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Although the EU continues to remain Kenya’s 

key export market for avocado, Kenya has 

experienced relatively slow growth in the EU 

market (despite this being a growing market) 

and has diversified its export growth into the 

middle East, more specifically UAE and Saudi 

Arabia. In 2017, the UAE single-handedly 

imported nearly 25% of Kenya’s exports, with 

the EU (mainly France, the Netherlands, and 

the UK) as a whole importing ~50%. Several 

factors have contributed to this shift in export 

markets, namely: proximity, lower 

competition from Latin American producing 

countries and less stringent standards for fruit 

imports. Additionally, two key recent events are likely to contribute to a growth in exports. Firstly, Kenya’s president recently 

signed a deal with his Chinese counterpart to see Kenyan Hass avocados exported to China. It is projected that in upcoming 

years the Chinese market could absorb as much as 40% of Kenya’s total avocado production. Secondly, South Africa lifted a 

ban on imports of Kenyan avocados which was previously instituted as a result of poor quality (i.e. high levels of fruit fly 

contamination).  

This rapid growth in avocado exports from Kenya in recent years stems from several factors, not least the reduction of post-

harvest losses as a result of technological advances (i.e. sorting, grading, and transport equipment). Consequently, there’s been 

a greater level of consistency in the quality of avocados exported. Additionally, exporters have attributed the growth in avocado 

exports to the growing demand globally as well as increased production of Hass avocado following an upsurge in the uptake of 

the variety.  

One company noted a growing global market demand for frozen avocado – avocados from Peru are already appearing frozen 

in Tesco outlets in the UK. The biggest opportunity here is likely to come from the Far East, including China. Processing facilities 

to meet standards not easily available, but companies looking to move early. 

 

Mango 
Similar to avocado, the local/domestic market absorbs a high percentage of overall production (96%), while the rest is 

exported14. Although there are some mango varieties produced which are suitable for international markets, producers 

primarily grow indigenous varieties which can only be consumed locally.  

The local market for processed products and juices is relatively marginal as such products are deemed too costly by consumers. 

Additionally, relatively cheap imported mango juices from Mauritius and South Africa, among others, serve to crowd out local 

processed mango product domestically.  

The main markets for Kenyan mango are the Middle East and the EU15. The Ngowe and Apple varieties, which are largely 

produced in Kenya, are popular in the local and Middle East market, but not as popular in the EU market, which has a preference 

for Kent and Tommy Atkins varietals. Supply shocks such as fruit fly events have caused risks of delisting in the past – exporters 

are aware of risks and seek to mitigate them.  

Based on the evidence available, there’s been an impressive growth rate in mango exports, both in terms of quantity as well 

as value. Kenya’s competitive advantage is the strong demand for Apple varieties and its export season. Kenya’s 

competitiveness in the mango export market is at it’s prime from November to January, as production in Kenya during this 

time is high, and low in other producing countries.  

 

14 Road map for developing and strengthening the processed mango sector (2014) 
15 Statistics for mango exports are not available open source – these are available upon request from the Horticulture Crops 
Directorate (HCD) 

Figure 6: Trends in unit price, 2007-2018 
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 ACCESSING MARKETS AS A SMALLHOLDER 

 

Avocado and Mango are highly seasonal crops – though through balancing between varietals farmers will be able to space 

harvests throughout the year more strategically and generate more consistent cash flows. Avocado is one of the most lucrative 

horticultural crops farmed by smallholders in Kenya – particularly the Hass Avocado (with prices averaging around KES10 / 

piece). It was observed during fieldwork that some farmers were pivoting completely towards Hass avocado production, and 

were in the process of grafting across acres of land (i.e. at relatively large scale). 

Tree crop supply chains are difficult to access, as farmers need to a) remove other cash crops, b) take on a lot of expense / 

investment cost up front, and c) have access to alternative cash flows and / or savings to compensate for the approximately 2-

3 years of growth required before trees start bearing fruit (i.e. there is a long, mandatory period of suppressed earnings and 

income vulnerability).  

It is possible to plant short-term cash crops in between the avocado and mango trees while they are not fruiting. One farmer 

in Meru showed how he had planted cabbages and legumes around grafted trees, and tree tomatoes in between larger, more 

mature trees. However, the viability of this declines as the trees grow and increase shade cover. 

In Kenya you can plant 100-150 avocado trees per acre – depending on planting technique (It is generally accepted that planting 

in conventional rows allows for around 100 trees per acre, while more sophisticated planting patterns such as the zig-zag 

technique can accommodate as much as 150 trees per acre). Kenya is well placed in export markets, and if farmers are able to 

grow with consistency and professionalism, then there is no shortage of demand within the current market climate. 

 

 ACCESSING MARKETS AS AN SME OFF-TAKER 

 

After Mexico, Kenya is known to have the longest avocado season globally, while Peru has emerged as its biggest export 

competitor – Peru has a shorter, but overlapping season to Kenya, and crowds out Kenyan avocado annually with cheaper 

product. In Kenya, companies with the storage and ripening facilities available will look to predict the annual “Peruvian Effect” 

and hold their product back as prices drop globally. Product will usually be released after a few weeks as prices return to 

normal, and ripeness / travel time are factors to balance. 

The international market for avocados is highly competitive. However, Kenya holds a comparative advantage due to the fact 

that a) avocados are traditional smallholder crops in some areas (i.e. the assets exist and are productive) and b) climactic 

conditions favour avocado production and carry two separate harvests per annum (main season being around Jan – May, and 

short season around October). The main season in particular fits counter seasonally with its main regional competitor in Europe 

– South Africa.  

In addition, Kenya holds vastly superior freighting and exporting facilities to its domestic neighbours, with direct shipping routes 

from Mombasa to Marseille and Rotterdam, and airfreight capacity at Jomo Kenyatta International Airport. Kenya also has cold 

facilities at Kisumu and Eldoret International Airports – although these are largely under-utilized. 

In terms of local segmented avocado and mango markets, Grade A product is all sold into Nairobi high-end supermarket chains 

(Carrefour, Shoprite, etc.). Grade B product is sold into Nairobi low-level markets, and Grades below are sold to local and 

regional traders who sell informally – often into processing supply chains. Anything that does not meet any of these quality 

grades is usually consumed by farmers, workers, and office staff. 

As has been noted, the export markets for Mango are fairly stagnant, but are growing for processed product. One consultee 

suggested that the most significant growth segments for mango include China for pulped and cubed mango, while growth 

markets for processed product include Mango Oil and livestock feed (made with mango seeds – “The most nutrient dense part 

of the mango, and we almost always throw it away.”). Mango requires accurate market planning (more so that avocado). For 

the local market, suppliers want to pick fruit at a stage that is virtually “ready-to-eat”, which carries around 5-6 days of shelf 

life. With export markets, picking is 2-3 weeks prior to maturity, so this increases the need for careful monitoring and feedback 

during the maturation process within orchards. 
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Some companies have their own nurseries and grow genetically clean Hass Avocado and Apple Mango seedlings for their 

farmers. There are also some public agencies that grow seedlings, and there has been some investment by select county 

governments in seedling provision – including the county government of Murang’a, who have reportedly grown and distributed 

a number of trees, with an eventually target of two million. 

 

 AVOCADO AND MANGO: CHOICES FOR OFFTAKERS 

 

An off-taker SME looking to work with smallholder farmers in avocado and mango will face considerable challenges during set-

up, growth and maturation phases. 

The high-end markets for avocado and mango are mainly for grade A produce – and primarily export related, but this is mainly 

for Hass Avocado and Apple Mango (and with mango, the growth segments are mostly for processed products). This means 

that to operate effectively in the export space, farmers would ideally grow Hass Avocado (for highest value), or Fuerte for lower 

export grades; and / or to operate in the mango space, there is usually need for processing equipment. There is still significant 

lead time in grafting and preparing new crops for production.  

Then there is Global Gap certification for farmers, and also organic requirements in some cases – which can even go against 

the economic model and training can be resource intensive. 

Picking avocado and mango is a very high-risk period in the production process, and a significant root cause of post-harvest 

loss. Even a slight impact during picking and packing can ripen into a bruise further down the line. So specialized equipment 

and handling techniques are required to minimize damage to the fruit and its value. Then the cold chain infrastructure, roads 

etc. can cause damage to product en route to packing, processing, and export facilities.  

As was briefly unpacked in the Employment Section (4.1) Avocado and Mango growers – as tree crop farmers – do not have 

the same mobility between crops as most other farmers. For example, it is not economically viable for a farmer to switch crops 

for a season as the trees themselves carry significant asset value, and the investment phases carry high financial and 

opportunity cost.  

There are longer lead times to harvests and tree crops are a long-term investment. This goes contrary to the highly short-term, 

cash-centric revenue model that most typically defines smallholder farming ventures in Kenya. This means that – in a time of 

rapidly growing local and international demand for avocado – smallholder farmers growing avocado and / or mango of export 

quality are hot commodities, and this drives strong competition between SMEs to recruit and work with the farmers that have 

managed to overcome all of this hurdles.  

It has been observed that this competition can manifest in several ways: 

1. In the face of sourcing constraints, companies look actively to acquire suitable land for their own plantations – over 

time, they will manage residual supply risk via their private commercial farms.  

2. To grow supply, companies will seek to compete with rival companies for their farmer groups. If a farmer group is 

dissatisfied with conditions offered by one company, they will likely be amenable to a preferable sourcing agreement 

with another company. This kind of “floor crossing” is fairly common in Kenya with smallholder farmers in horticulture 

– particularly tree crops. 

3. Risk management. Given the pervasive reality of side selling in tree crop commodity markets, some companies choose 

to instead fully accept the risk and internalize it in their sourcing models. For example – one SME off taker took the 

approach to double their catchment network relative to demand and yield metrics. In other words, if they require 

3,000 farmers producing a geographic mean yield to meet demand, they will look to target 6,000 farmers, and assume 

a side-selling risk of 50% of all production. In this way, they maintain anchor contract loyalty, but they overspend on 

extension investment per unit of supply. 
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 ECONOMICS OF EXPORTING: EXPORT ECONOMY AND WASTE 

 

One interviewee exports fresh Hass avocado to Dubai daily. They pay around 90c - $1 per kg of airfreight with Emirates, for the 

Nairobi to Dubai Route. They export around one (1) 40ft container per day on average. Other container shipping by sea is in 

controlled containers where the fruit ripens en route to market.   

Each container fetches a retail price of EUR40,000 (KES4,500,000). A 40ft container holds 120,000 packaged hass avocado 

(KES1,200,000 buying price). This is 23 tonnes of Hass Avocado. For every container of exported avocado, (23 tonnes) there 

are around 5 tonnes of rejects.  

This residual product could be used in guacamole, but the HPP (High Pressure Processing) equipment – that kills microbes 

during the process – is not available currently in the currently But this would be a good use of the healthy fruit that does not 

meet the consistency requirements for grade 2. 

This information is collectively captured in the table below to illustrate the calculation of gross profit (in Euro) per exported 

container of Hass avocado. The assumption here is that the exporting SME has no secondary market into which to sell the 

rejected hass avocado. In all likelihood, the company would be able to earn non-negligible revenues from the 5 tonnes of 

rejected fruit per container.  

Table 3: Gross Profit estimations for air-freighted Hass avocado exports to the UAE 

Flow Description Quantity Value 

Gross Profit Container, Hass avocado 
1 40ft container 

23 tonnes fresh Hass 
€6,525 

Revenues 

  €40,000 

Retail price / container to 
wholesaler in Dubai 

1 40ft container 

23 tonnes fresh Hass 
€40,000 

Expenses 

  (€33,475) 

Container – airfreight Nairobi 
to Dubai (via emirates) 

1 40ft container 

23 tonnes of fresh Hass 

Priced @ $1/kg (~€0.9/kg) 

(€20,700) 

Avocado purchases (grade 1 
and grade 2) 

23 tonnes 

Equivalent to 120,000 Hass avocadoes 

Sourced @ 10KES/avo 

KES1.2m ~ €10,500 

(€10,500) 

Avocado purchases (rejected 
– below grade 2) 

5 tonnes of rejects / container on ave. 

Equivalent to 26,000 Hass avocados 

Sourced @ 10KES/avo 

KES260k ~ €2,275 

(€2,275) 

Source: Fieldwork consultations, Imani Development (Exchange rates as on 02.08.2019) 

Container loads sent by sea can ripen en route, and reduce cost. This may also have an impact on where packing takes place, 

since it may allow for value addition to take place away from the Nairobi airport zone (see section 3.1.4). 
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 CONCLUSION 

 

• There is considerable and growing demand for Kenyan avocado and mango product – both in domestic and export 

markets 

• The most significant growth market observed for Kenyan avocado and mango products is the Far East – particularly 

China, and especially in light of recent bilateral trade agreements. The most significant product growth is observed 

for fresh, whole Hass Avocado, and processed pulp and frozen cubed Apple Mango. 

• There are considerable market and access barriers to entry facing both smallholder farmers and off taker SMEs looking 

to enter tree crop value chains and export markets 

 

3.4  ECONOMIC UPGRADING: ADDITIONALITY AND SOCIAL WELFARE 

 VALUING ECONOMIC NPV OF TREE ASSETS 

 

The valuation of tree crop assets is crucial in demonstrating the likely future 

value of investment now. Using a standard discount model and avocado as 

an example and likely reasonable tree investment life (25 years of operation, 

2-4 years of maturation), the total value per tree and per acre is as follows: 

• One Hass Avocado tree: US$ 9,250 

• One Acre, holding 150 Hass trees: US$ 1.3875 million 

There are differing calculations of value between the Projected Economic 

Life of a tree and the accounting definition of Biological Asset valuation.  

Financial institutions in Kenya have attempted to value agricultural assets, 

though it is important that AgriFI fully captures the ongoing commercial 

impact relevant to development interests. (Some SMEs are introducing such 

valuation practices to attract private and commercial financiers.) The banks 

have stipulated that in order to value and respect biological assets, there 

must be a commitment from a buyer to purchase that biological asset in the 

case of default. In other words, the bank requires a third party to sign surety 

on that asset to form a tripartite arrangement. SMEs may be able to unlock 

this through internal finance, but that depends on their own working capital, 

and the strength of and reliability of contracts and lack of side-selling: the 

latter may be as dependent on relationships between farmers and the buyer, 

as much as actual contract enforcement.  

There is potential for SME’s to sign surety on trees in order to help facilitate 

access to finance for farmers. At the end of the day, the true projected 

economic life of trees is tangible and relevant to SMEs in a way that it will 

not be to a financial institution. 

A higher-level conversation is also needed to empower financial institutions 

to understand and respect the value of biological assets, as well as the power 

this may have as a driver of development. 

 

Figure 7: Intercropping while new Hass Avocado 

trees mature 
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 ECONOMICS: ESTIMATING THE TRUE ECONOMIC VALUE OF TREE CROPS 

 

As an attempt to illustrate how the true economic value of A) the productive economic life of a single Hass Avocado tree, and 

B) an acre of such Hass Avocado trees, might be calculated, the following hypothetical example is set up: 

A Hass Avocado farmer is looking to fully stock a cleared acre with Hass Avocado trees. Using zig-zag planting technique, he 

knows he can fit 150 trees on his acre, and that 2-4 years lead time is required before the first harvest. He makes the following 

assumptions to calculate the true economic value of each tree, as well as the entire acre: 

Assumptions: 

• Two seasons per year – long and short season.  

• 150 trees per acre, utilizing the zig-zag planting method 

• Price: KES10 / Hass avocado piece  

• Average of 25 years productive / marketable yield per tree 

• Average of 2-4 years of crop development time 

Table 4: Illustrative Example – estimating the full-life revenue streams of Hass avocado (1 tree; 1 acre) 

Hass Avocado Main Season Short Season Total 

One Tree: Pieces 2,500 1,200 3,700 

One Tree: Revenue (KES/$) KES 25,000/$ 250 KES 12,000/$ 120 KES 37,000/$ 370 

One Tree: Revenue / Lifetime  KES 625,000/$ 6,250 KES 300,000/$ 3,000 KES 925,000/$ 9,250 

One Acre: Pieces 375,000 180,000 555,000 

One Acre: Revenue (KES/$) KES 3.75m / $ 37,500 KES 1.8m / $ 12,000 KES 5.55m / $ 55,500 

One Acre: Revenue / Lifetime KES 93.75m / $ 937,500 KES 45m / $ 450,000 KES 138.75m / $ 1.3875m 

Source: Fieldwork consultations, Imani Development 

 

To calculate the Net Present Value (NPV) he would need to factor in all capital expenditures (CAPEX) and operating 

expenditures (OPEX) into his model. However, in turn of income generation over the 27-29 year lifespan of the project, the 

true economic value of each tree is estimated at around US$ 9,000, while the true economic value of his acre is estimated at 

around US$ 1.3 million.  

 

 ADDITIONALITY IN CROSS-CUTTING AGRIFI OBJECTIVES  

 

Youth  
When it comes to integrating youth into tree crop value chains, Youth tend to enter either at the services level to build up 

capital (such as brokerage and transport services), or at the production end through inheritance (or in some cases, 

entrepreneurship). In addition, there is growing interest in agriculture from young people. This is mainly because of growth 

and investment into agricultural training and tertiary education. After not being the case for some time, it is once more starting 

to be perceived as “cool” to return back to the land and to use high-tech and modern farming approaches to try and improve 

farming outputs. Highly skilled youth are therefore also now entering as professionals at SME level, as e.g. agronomists, ICT 

specialists, marketers, etc. 

When it comes to production, there is a big difference between new farmers that inherit land and new farmers that buy land. 

Simply put – those that buy farms are self-selected prospective farmers. They arrive as investors looking to farm the land as a 

business. These people are far more likely to have a structured business plan and to have the resources to execute it. Those 

that inherit farms, on the other hand, do not necessarily hold this same viewpoint or resources. 
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A prevailing view is that ‘you do not need to want to farm, know how 

to farm, or be on a farm to inherit a farm’. When the acquisition of 

farmland is not accompanied by risk it is likely to be treated as more of 

a windfall, and one more succeptible to family interests and controls. 

This is the fundamental difference: new farmers who buy into the 

sector do so as entrepreneurs and business owners, while new farmers 

who enter the sector as farming heirs do so by consequence of 

inheritance and at a higher level of financial security. In the first case, 

farmers take on risk and have higher economic pressure to farm 

efficiently and do so cost-effectively. In the second case, farmers take 

on no risk, and face lower economic pressures to farm efficiently and 

cost-effectively. Importantly, this does not mean land-inheriting new 

farmers do not farm efficiently and cost-effectively, it just means the 

face less structural pressure to do so. 

A big driver of this is around perception. When the father is making 

good money from his farming enterprise, for example, succession is 

more likely to lead towards continuity on the farm (i.e. the land-

inheriting new farmer will pick up where his father left off). When the 

opposite is true, however, and the father has visibly committed himself 

to his farming enterprise, yet struggled to generate meaningful 

revenues, youth inheriting farms are more likely to put the land on the 

market / use the land for something else. 

The Jubilee government has been intentional about tackling poor youth 

attitudes towards agriculture – specifically the commonly held 

conventional wisdom that “we can’t go back to the farm and make 

money”. This is changing now, and there is a clear uptick in youth 

interested in farming, as noted above.  

In addition to reintegrating agriculture into the mainstream teaching syllabus, the political decentralization agenda has 

empowered county governments with agricultural budgets. As an example, the Murang’a county government has committed 

significant funding to avocado seedlings. Farmers interested in the sector need to present evidence of their acreage and soil 

quality and will then be provided appropriate advice and seedlings for re-cropping. 

Alongside County Government initiatives in Nyeri, such programmes have seen approximately 2 million avocado trees planted 

in Nyeri and Muranga over the last 3 years.  

 

Gender 
In the industry, downstream employment is estimated at around 80% women, focusing on processing and details; and 20% 

men for more physically demanding work such as shifting pallets and loading. Women add significant value around the packing 

stage as there are added technicalities when packing pre-ripened fruit.  

For example – 1 40ft container holds 5,700 boxes. Each box contains needs to weigh around 4,3 kgs on packing date Fruit lose 

weight during transit and expected to weight 4-4,1kgs upon arrival. One consultee explained that through experience they 

have learned to actively source women employees for detail functions such as these, reporting drastically reduced error at 

these stages, in comparison to when done by men. 

 

Decentralisation 
The avocado, mango and horticulture sectors have good potential to provide processing jobs in rural areas, but also rural 

farming careers. This is an important additional factor to consider – farming families see ‘Master Farmer’ positions as profitable 

Figure 8: Farmer Cooperative paperwork, Meru (May 

2019) 
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middle management positions with trucks and high income. This may emerge as the working model in the same manner as 

KTDA (Kenya Tea Development Association) in the tea sector.  

There is an incentive to centralise operations but with only airfreighted fresh veg being tied to airports, it is likely that avocado 

and mango processing could be more widely distributed and, with Murang’a and Meru as areas of production, potentially tie 

in with transport corridor initiatives such as LAPSETT. However, the Isiolo connection hub and related transport links still seem 

to be at an early stage of development, and unless Lamu transport linkages are regular it is likely that time-dependent 

shipments would remain in the higher volume routes such as Mombasa.  

 

Climate and CSA 
Trees play an important role in climate and rain. There is an Agro-climactic influence, with many farmers referencing the 

relationship between trees and a cooler microclimate. One consulted company’s approach to dealing with climate issues was 

fairly straightforward, if not “climate smart” by definition. They undertake risk assessments with new farmers and producer 

groups and assess the capacity of farmers to fulfill their obligations. In addition, they assess yields and potential based on 

location, climate and altitude. Their strategy is simply to grow things in areas that they historically grow well, and to find 

farmers who know how to do this. They do not attempt to “beat” the climate by farming inappropriate crops, but “align” to it 

instead.  

Some interventions SME’s are promoting with their farmers include promoting the production of water-intensive crops in the 

lower areas as these connect better to aquifers. They also focus on identifying areas in which they can centralize production 

between sets of farmers. Here they will sink boreholes that can be used by the farmer collective, and increase the drought 

resilience of as many farmers as possible per investment. 

 

 CONCLUSION  

 

• Likely as a result of the high competition for smallholder farmers established in tree crop production, there is 

considerable scope for economic upgrading once operational within the value chain. 

• As the nature of demand for avocado and mango products is highly differentiated and segmented, the market 

specifications for offtakes are finely tiered and absorptive of differently graded product. 

• There are, by result, many entry points across and between market segments for maturing farmers. 

• In light of this, it is important to take a “full economic life” approach when weighing up the economic and opportunity 

costs of tree crop production. Considering the economic lifespan of tree assets, the investment is strong and positive 

if fully understood. 

• The high potential for economic upgrading for participants in tree crop value chains translates into considerable 

potential to obtain impacts in cross-cutting objectives relative to AgriFI. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

4.1 KEY POINTS 
 

In conclusion, the following points should be considered for the AgriFI and similar programmes engaging with the avocado and 

mango supply chains. 

New employment in the Supply Chain 

Impacts can be segmented by typology, differentiating between existing and new farmers. The net-result of increasing farmer 

capacity is that recruitment drives to grow the farmer base suppling processing and exporting SMEs will look towards the pool 

of existing farmers to grow their supply. It is important to not overstate the new farmers vs existing farmers, though all will 

have additionality.  

There is additionality in creating new demand, even when growth is achieved through ‘floor-crossing’ of a group of farmers to 

a new buyer. As farmer groups “cross the floor” between different companies, this will catalyse movement of farmers across 

market segments, and it is likely that the majority of casual farmers and new entrants that join the formal sector each season 

will enter at the lower to mid-range value market-segments.  

Newly recruited farmers typically come from distinct sources, and have considerable upward mobility during off-seasonal 

contract renegotiation, and SME-driven phases of supply growth. 

In value addition with the SME, pooled processing labour means that there is strong potential for impact across a large number 

of workers, but this may not be one fixed set of e.g. 100 workers. These are more ‘indirect’ than direct jobs usually are, but 

they remain core to the SME as a cost of sales.  

Tree crops should be valued as assets: this is particularly the case for farmers of Mango and Avocado, who are unable to “set-

up” and emerge overnight, yet will get long term benefit from investments now. Inheritance and purchased land are 

prerequisites for long term benefit for farmers – an asset-based approach is key to understanding these value chains. 

Production System: Brokers 

Brokers are used in the absence of other support. Within context of the market system, brokers can provide important lateral 

services across horticultural value chains that are not otherwise adequately provided. Within a formal supply system, and in 

context of AgriFI and its objectives, the threat posed by brokers should be considered non-negligible and warrants careful 

monitoring. Formal contracts and greater integration of services still generally offer a better price and a strong systemic benefit. 

The practice and coordination of brokers can differ considerably across horticulture producing regions in Kenya, and present 

the highest risk to the fund at the supply end (by removing and reallocating volumes from the formal system) and at the export 

/ market end (through potential compromise to quality and placing additional pressures on the delivery of anchor contracts). 

Market Prospects 

There is considerable and growing demand for Kenyan avocado and mango product – both in domestic and export markets. 

The most significant growth market observed for Kenyan avocado and mango products is the Far East – particularly China, and 

especially in light of recent bilateral trade agreements. The most significant product growth is observed for fresh, whole Hass 

Avocado, and processed pulp and frozen cubed Apple Mango. 

There are considerable market and access barriers to entry facing both smallholder farmers and off taker SMEs looking to enter 

tree crop value chains and export markets 
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Economic Upgrading 

Likely as a result of the high competition for smallholder farmers established in tree crop production, there is considerable 

scope for economic upgrading once operational within the value chain. As the nature of demand for avocado and mango 

products is highly differentiated and segmented, the market specifications for offtakes are finely tiered and absorptive of 

differently graded product. 

Farmers need to assess what entry points are feasible. There are, by result, many entry points across and between market 

segments for maturing farmers.  

The high potential for economic upgrading for participants in tree crop value chains translates into considerable potential to 

obtain impacts in cross-cutting objectives relative to AgriFI. However, many farmers are higher income where they have been 

successful, and lower entry points need considered. In light of this, it is important to take a “full economic life” approach when 

weighing up the economic and opportunity costs of tree crop production. Considering the economic lifespan of tree assets, the 

investment is strong and positive if fully understood. 

4.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR AGRIFI 
 

AgriFI should segment new and entering farmers by type, but note that nearly all forms of new growth have (different) 

development benefits. AgriFI should make sure it gets this information from SMEs in the sector. 

Land and asset accumulation can provide very positive results but if the initial access is not there, it is harder for the youth to 

catch up – nevertheless, there is evidence they do save and invest. Often the role of service provider (broker, transporter) is a 

means to do this, and formalizing this intermediary agent system should be possible for SMEs.  

AgriFI should put a valuation on tree crop growth they support across a longer timeline, since the arguments for doing so are 

strong and defensible, and not doing so would result in undervaluing good impacts (and possible rejection of good proposals. 

4.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR SMES 
 

SMEs in the sector should explain to AgriFI or similar the full benefits of their work, including indirect / pooled employment.  

SMEs should describe in full how their farmers are sourced and what additionality is achieved according to type – there are a 

number of different ways additionality can be achieved with new and existing farmers, and this has a systemic impact on other 

farmers in the market system. 

It should be accepted that SMEs source from a pooled labour system and this is not a bad thing.  

SMEs should consider how brokers can help with market segmentation and lobby policymakers to make a virtue of the system 

to maximise every marginal benefit (from poorest to best quality piece). 
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5. ANNEX: TASK BRIEF CONSULTEES 
 

Companies included: 

Meru Green Horticulture – Avocado and Mango Sector in Meru 

Date 21 May 2019 

Venue: Meru Greens, Gatimbi, Meru County 

Attendees: Mariam Muthoni (CEO), Irene Wahome (HR), Joel (agronomy) 

 

Avoveg Ltd – Avocado and Mango Sector in Meru, Mranga, Nakuru, Nyeri, Embu 

Date 23 May 2019 

Venue: AvoVeg, Airport EPZ 

Attendees: Nathan Loyd (CEO) 

 

Best Tropical Fruit – Tree Crops in Machakos, including Avocado and Mango 

Date 24 May 2019 

Venue: Zehneria Portico 

Attendees: Patrick McCullen (CEO) 
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